Strategies to Increase Comprehension in Non-Fiction Reading

Six Shifts in the CC Leaning Standards

1. Increase in _______ text
2. Content area ___________ in science, history/social studies and technical subjects
3. Increase ______________ of texts
4. Focus on ______________ based question
5. __________________________ With text based supports
6. Focus on __________________

Instructional routines are used because:

- Understand when ______________ breaks down
- Teaching towards ______________
- Routine that crosses ______________ and text level

Text features routine

1. Teach ______________
2. ______________ and predict
3. ______________ the text
4. Review after ______________

Key words routine

1. ______________
2. Read
3. Underline
   a. ______________
   b. Words in a list
   c. Words that ______________ or connect
4. Link ______________ to question
5. Main idea